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It also has some of the oldest post-colonial settlements in the US, and along with them some of the oldest
graveyards. Half a millennium has been plenty of time for those cemeteries to gather creepy reputations. Ghost
hunters note a lot of activity around the grave of Ruth Blay, a schoolteacher that fell pregnant outside of
marriage in She was scared to tell anyone, and eventually delivered the baby stillborn. The child told her
parents about it, and Ruth was arrested and sentenced to death for murder. However, this particular cake of
systemic injustice comes frosted with an epic level of being the worst person possible, in the form of Sheriff
Thomas Packer. On the day Ruth was due to be hanged, word spread that a reprieve was being sought from the
governor. Packer, however, wanted to have his lunch at noon and so brought the execution forward by an
hour. Within minutes, a horse messenger arrived carrying a pardon from the governor. Packer had already left,
and Ruth Blay was already dead. Later that day, the townspeople burnt an effigy of Packer outside of his
house. Paranormalists claim that cameras stop working around the area where Ruth Blay was buried, and that
two nearby graves glow. Some people suggest that both she and her baby haunt the place. Researchers also
claim to have experienced activity around the graves of two young women who were murdered by a German
named Luis Wagner. He strangled the women and attacked them with an axe until the handle broke. He was
hanged in Maine in The women became known as the Smuttynose murder victims. The ghosts of those
executed have every right to be angry. Among them is Giles Corey, an year-old man that was crushed to death
for refusing to plead his guilt or innocence. He is buried in Howard Street Cemetery in Salem, and locals
claim his ghost can be seen wandering around the place. Witnesses saw the ghostly form of an old man
floating through the cemetery in The blaze destroyed 1, buildings and left 18, people homeless. It is said that
Corey always appears shortly before something bad happens. Before it closed in , it was the oldest operating
jail in the country. People also saw figures moving around, and heard voices and screams. Some of these
figures wore civil war uniforms, and could apparently pass through walls. Those ghosts may have moved out
when the place was renovated, but some of the apartments offer a view directly over the graveyard. You can
rent one for a couple of thousand a month and keep an eye out for Giles. If you see him, maybe skip town for a
few days? He performed the procedures in his house opposite the entrance to Goodleburg Cemetery around
the turn of the 20th century, and they rarely ended well. When women died during the operations, Dr Speaker
dumped their bodies in a presumably very deep cemetery pond. People claim that bones still wash up there. He
died before he could be tried, hanging himself from a tree in the graveyard. The murder victim, Helen
Lindeman, is said to stalk the place in black. The ghosts of women that died during abortions have also been
reported. The oddest and most disturbing stories are of people seeing phantom fetuses crawling around the
cemetery ground, amid cries of children and weeping women. All of these tales have brought on a huge
number of ghost hunters. On top of the usual screaming at the air and running around, the hunters have been
reported to engage in turf wars. The investigators have committed significant vandalism. Police have been
forced to patrol the graveyard on Halloween and ban parking in all nearby roads. For the people of Wales, it
seems, the living are the real nuisance. Blood, you have little choice but to pursue a career in the dark arts, or
possibly murder. According to legend, Abel Blood of New Hampshire did both. He was buried in Pine Hill
Cemetery, Hollis, in During his lifetime he was said to practice black magic , and to have massacred his
family. The graveyard is often called Blood Cemetery because of that particular resident. During the day he is
said to be in hell. During the night, he rises and stalks the cemetery. A finger on his tombstone allegedly
points upward during the day but downward at night. The cemetery is closed during the night, and at
Halloween it is heavily patrolled by authorities. Both men received full military honors. Their ghosts are said
to rise from their graves each night and yell at each another. The cemetery is from the 17th century, but its
most famous spiritual resident came along a couple of hundred years later. Ephraim, as he is known, is an old
fellow that dresses in 19th century clothing. Ephraim sneers at everyone, and he has a particular distaste for
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women. He yells vulgarities, makes obscene gestures, and pounds on car windows. Not even other ghosts are
safe. One witness said she heard him yelling the name Catherine. She was scared, so she fled, but when she
turned back she saw Ephraim kneeling over the ghost of a woman. Ephraim was beating her, and then they
vanished. She drifts between Union Cemetery and another one, slightly down the road, called Stepney
Cemetery. Some people say she died in childbirth and is searching for her child. Others believe she was
murdered at some point near the start of the 19th century. She wears a white dress, and she tends to appear in
the road beside the cemetery. Cars have apparently swerved to avoid hitting her. One fireman claims he did hit
her, and she left a dent on his truck. When he got out she was gone. One of the main proponents of the White
Lady story is Lorraine Warren. She and her late husband Ed gained fame researching the Amityville Haunting,
which went on to inspire numerous books and movies. They claim to have captured the White Lady on video,
forming from mist. Feel free to draw your own conclusions from that. He was a Bulgarian immigrant who
owned two restaurants in the New York town of Massena. He was shot and killed in when a hunter mistook
him for a deer. Dragon was buried in the local Pine Grove cemetery, and his grave has become the focal point
for local ghost hunters. Other reports include the usual electronic interference, including of the scanners in
police cars passing by. Local paranormal organization the Shadow Chasers claim the creatures feed on the
energy of the local street lamps. The place is also said to be home to dozens of victims of an infamous
massacre, the Raid of York in But most of the stories about the place involve the grave of Mary Nasson, often
called the White Witch of York. During her life she was a herbalist, but also an exorcist. When she died at 29,
her husband Samuel buried her and placed granite slab above her grave. Rumors say it keeps her from getting
out, but a cemetery placard insists it simply keep away pigs and cattle. The residents of the town have reported
seeing her wandering around. The word referred to victims of consumptionâ€”the old name for
tuberculosisâ€”who then had their bodies exhumed. People would burn the hearts and liver of the dead and
inhale the fumes, believing this would offer some protection from the disease. Nellie died of pneumonia, not
tuberculosis, so she was never exhumed. One local, Marlene Chatfield, claims to have had several experiences
with the ghost. In another incident, Chatfield claims she met a young woman from an historical society at the
cemetery. The photos of the grave she took on that occasion came out reversed, while the rest of the film roll
was fine. Chatfield never saw the possessed young woman again. The grave is now unmarked and impossible
to find, unless you already know where it is. Or you walk across it by accident and Nellie tries to rip your face
off. When Alan was a teenager, a girl he had a crush on insisted on holding on to him while walking through a
cemetery because she found the place creepy. You can pester him on Twitter.
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many people will testify that "dead and buried" certainly does not mean "gone forever" in these stories, the dearly
departed simply refuse to take death lying down.

Click Here for More Information about the book! We all wonder, no matter what we believe in, what will
happen to us after we pass on from this world. Some believe that everything comes to an end, that life in this
world is our only existence. Others feel that we are born again, as an old soul in a new body, while others
believe that our spirits pass on to another place We all wonder about such things Death has been celebrated
and feared since the beginning of time itself. We have immortalized it with cemeteries, grave markers and of
course, with our darkest and most frightening legends and lore. It is a common belief among experts of the
occult that cemeteries are not usually the best places to find ghosts. While most would fancy a misty,
abandoned graveyard to be the perfect setting for a ghost story, such stories are not as common as you might
believe. A cemetery is meant to be the final stop in our journey from this world to the next, but is it always
that way? Nearly every ghost enthusiast would agree that a place becomes haunted after a traumatic event or
unexpected death occurs at that location. History is filled with stories of houses that have become haunted
after a murder has taken place there, or after some horrible event occurs that echoes over the decades as a
haunting. But what of a haunted cemetery? Do such places really exist? Most assuredly they do, but ghosts
who haunt cemeteries seem to be a different sort than those you might find lingering in a haunted house. Most
of these ghosts seem to be connected to the cemetery in some way that excludes events that occurred during
their lifetime. As most spirits reportedly remain in this world because of some sort of unfinished business in
life, this seems to leave out a cemetery as a place where such business might remain undone. Graveyard ghosts
seem to have a few things in common. These spirits seems to be connected to the burial ground because of
events that occurred after their deaths, rather than before. In other cases, the ghosts seem to be seeking eternal
rest that eludes them at the spot where their physical bodies are currently found. Cemeteries gain a reputation
for being haunted for reasons that include the desecration of the dead and grave robbery, unmarked or
forgotten burials, natural disasters that disturb resting places, or sometimes event because the deceased was
not properly buried at all! No region of America seems to be spared when it comes to haunted graveyards.
Those interested in more stories, should check out the book or look into other parts of the website. This now
restored cemetery has seen much in the way of desecration over the years and because of the lost burials and
unmarked graves, many believe that a number of ghosts roam the area around it. This small and secluded
graveyard is believed to be one of the most haunted places in the Chicago area. More than documented reports
of strange phenomena have been collected here, including ghost lights, apparitions, odd photos, unexplained
happenings and more. The Lost Village of Bara-Hack: This vanished town in Connecticut is still rumored to
be haunted by mysterious voices. Tales from the local graveyard also whisper of apparitions and ghostly
images from the past. Western Burial Ground - Baltimore: The catacombs of this cemetery where Edgar Allan
Poe is buried are located beneath Westminster Hall and have long been the subject of ghostly tales.. Christ
Church Cemetery - St. Legend has it that this cemetery is haunted by a ghostly light. The stories say that the
grave of a woman who was terrified of the dark sometimes emits a spectral light. Its real-life counterpart had
been placed there by her husband before his own death. The light continued to be seen long after. This spooky
graveyard has long been haunted by a vanishing woman in white who flags down taxi drivers and asks to be
taken home. She vanishes from the car before they arrive and the driver always discovers that the woman died
years before. To this day, taxi drivers will not pick up women in white dresses near the cemetery! The
graveyard is also said to be haunted by the ghost of voodoo queen, Marie Laveau. Her spirit has been reported
inside of the cemetery and even on nearby streets. Believers still come to her tomb today and leave offerings
in hope of being blessed by her supernatural powers. Hollywood Memorial Park- Los Angeles: This "cemetery
to the stars" is reportedly haunted by starlet Virginia Rappe, who allegedly died after a night of debauchery
with comedian Fatty Arbuckle. Another resident ghost is reportedly Rudolph Valentino, who joins a legion of
other spirits near the gates to the adjoining Paramount Studios complex. Silver Cliff Cemetery - Colorado: The
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lights have been studied and examined many times by scientists and by National Geographic magazine but
remain unexplained. Stepp Cemetery - Indiana: This remote cemetery in the Morgan-Monroe State Forest has
long been considered haunted. Although many legends exist to explain the ghost, most agree that the
graveyard is haunted by a woman in black who has been seen here for years. Fresh flowers often mysteriously
appear on the grave of a Confederate soldier who is buried here. It is believed that they are left behind by the
famous "Lady in Gray", a widow who lost her husband at the terrible prisoner of war camp that was here
during the Civil War. Her ghost has been seen walking among the tombstones. Greenwood Cemetery Decatur, Illinois: Long believed to be one of the most haunted spots in downstate Illinois if not the Midwest ,
Greenwood Cemetery is filled with legends and stories of ghosts and haunted places. Among them are the
ghost of a young girl who has been seen walking among the grave in a bridal gown, a weeping woman in
white, ghost lights that are said to be the spirits of flood victims and even Confederate soldiers who were
buried here in unmarked graves after being taken from a prison train. Resurrection Cemetery - Chicago,
Illinois: The ghost of the girl who has come to be known as "Resurrection Mary" is one of the most famous
ghosts of Chicagoland. She is believed to have been killed along Archer Avenue near the cemetery after
leaving a dance one night. She was buried in Resurrection Cemetery and has spent the last 80 years traveling
the roadways and asking drivers to drop her off at the cemetery gates. When she arrives there, she always
vanishes. And there are literally dozens more America is filled with stories of haunted cemeteries. This section
of the website barely scratches the surface! An Excerpt from Beyond the Grave: They are places that go
beyond the legends of merely being haunted and enter into the realm of the diabolical. They are places said to
be so terrifying that the Devil himself holds court with his worshippers there But just how terrifying are these
places? There is not much left of the tiny village, save for a few houses, the newer church and about twenty
residents. However, the population of the place allegedly contains a number of residents that are from beyond
this earth! For years, stories of witchcraft, ghosts and supernatural happenings have surrounded the old
graveyard. It is a place that some claim is one of the "seven gateways to hell. In November , an article
appeared in the University of Kansas student newspaper that spoke of a number of strange occurrences in the
Stull churchyard. It said that the cemetery had been the source of many legends in the area, stories that had
been told and re-told for over a century. One student claimed to have been grabbed by the arm by something
unseen, while others spoke of unexplained memory loss when visiting the place. Like many other locations of
this type, the tales of devil worship and witchcraft also figured strongly into the article. But were the stories
actually true? Not according to the residents of Stull, who claimed to have never even heard the stories before.
They were bemused, annoyed and downright angered that such things were being said about their town. The
pastor of the new church in Stull, located right across the road from the old one, indicated that he believed the
stories to be the invention of students at the university. But such stories have a strong hold on people, as
evidenced by the reaction to the article that claimed that the devil would appear in Stull Cemetery on the night
of the Spring Equinox and again on Halloween. On March 20, , more than people waited in the cemetery for
the arrival of the devil. The word also spread that the spirits of those who died violent deaths, and were buried
there, would return from the grave. Unfortunately, the only spirits that showed up that night came in bottles
and cans The problem seems to be that the cemetery has a lack of real, documented accounts of strange
activity. One story told of two young men who were visiting Stull Cemetery one night and became frightened
when a strong wind began blowing out of nowhere. They ran back to their car, only to find that the vehicle had
been moved to the other side of the highway and was now facing in the opposite direction. Another man
claimed to experience this same anomalous wind, but inside of the church rather than in the graveyard. He
claimed that the sinister air current knocked him to the floor and would not allow him to move for some time.
It was said that the witchcraft-practicing early settlers were so repentant about their past deeds that they
changed the name of the town. The post office closed down in , but the name stuck. In , an article appeared in
the Kansas City Times that added further fuel to the rumors about Stull Cemetery and the abandoned church.
The article was quoted as saying that the Devil chose two places to appear on Earth every Halloween. But why
in Stull? Years later, the barn was converted into a church, which in turn was gutted by fire. A decaying
wooden crucifix that still hands from one wall is thought to sometimes turn upside-down when passersby step
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into the building at midnight Author Lisa Hefner Heitz has collected numerous legends that have added to the
mythology of Stull Cemetery. He comes to visit a witch that is buried there. It should also be mentioned that
there are rumors that an old tree in the graveyard, which was cut down a year or so ago, was once used as a
gallows for condemned witches.
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Montague Rhodes James () was one of England's finest writers of short ghost stories, and it is a delight to see one of
England's finest genre actors Christopher Lee, portraying the author in two episodes from 'Christopher Lee's Ghost
Stories for Christmas' as part of Aunty Beeb's spectral line-up.

Ghosts, unexplained phenomena, and even vampires figure in these stories of graveyards from all over. It was
a silver mine. Despite an abundance of ore, bad management and financial shenanigans ran the company into
the ground -three times! The cemetery is famous today for its dancing blue lights. National Geographic
published an article about the lights in Witnesses say the lights are small, round, and come in other colors
besides blue at times. The lights dance across the gravestones. Some say they are reflections of lights from
town, but sightings were recorded before electricity came to Silver Cliff. Only a couple of dozen graves are
there, some going back years. It is officially a local family cemetery, but legend has it that it was founded by a
cult called the Crabbites, whose rituals include snake handling and sex orgies. Some reports say you can still
hear the chanting of their gatherings in the cemetery at night. However, I could not find any references to the
Crabbites outside of Stepp Cemetery stories, which gives it urban legend status. Yet another story attributes
the crying sounds heard to an old woman who put a curse on the cemetery after a fraternity group killed her
dog and left its body at the cemetery. A smallpox epidemic struck the camp in , and the victims, both prisoners
and those who worked at the camp, were buried there. After the war, the camp was dismantled and the
cemetery is the only remnant left. Gravestones began to replace wooden markers in After the war was over,
she married a Union veteran but never forgot her Southern sympathies. She visited the Camp Chase Cemetery
and placed flowers on various graves, even those covered with overgrowth. Briggs wore a veil to hide her
identity during her evening visits, earning her the nickname "the Veiled Lady of Camp Chase. After her death
in , reports of mysterious flowers appearing on graves and the sounds of crying were attributed to the ghost of
Mrs. Briggs, who then came to be known as "The Gray Lady. Highgate Cemetery Highgate Cemetery in
London, England, has its share of celebrities, but after it was filled, maintenance declined and the resulting
overgrowth made it a classically spooky-looking place. In the s, interest in the occult led to rumors and
sightings of first ghosts, then vampires, in Highgate Cemetery. Both vowed to be the one who could rid the
cemetery of the vampire. A series of escapades in the cemetery occurred between and in which crowds of
people gathered after dark, and corpses were found unearthed, damaged, and sometimes posed. Police tried to
keep order, and in Farrant was jailed for vandalizing graves. Manchester and Farrant carry on their occult
rivalry to this day. A lasting document from the vampire scare 40 years ago is the Hammer film Dracula AD ,
which was inspired by the Highgate Cemetery hijinks. Image by Flickr user Anders B. Remains were interred
and sealed with marble and cement. In , the mausoleum was opened for the fourth burial, but the three earlier
coffins were found to have moved! They were repositioned and resealed. Twice in and once in , the crypt was
opened for further burials and the previous coffins were found flipped over or turned end-to-end. The island
governor ordered a seal placed on the door and sand was put on the floor to retain evidence of any break-ins.
Yet when the crypt was next opened, the seal was unbroken, the sand was intact, and the coffins were again
moved. The vault has not been used since. Although contemporary accounts say there was no evidence of
flooding , the simplest explanation is underground water seepage , which could move coffins without seeming
to disturb a layer of sand. As the vault is built of coral, leakage does seem to make sense. She was preceded in
death by her mother and sister, victims of tuberculosis, and Mercy would often visit their graves. In January ,
year-old Mercy herself fell to tuberculosis and was interred with her family members. His son Edwin fell sick,
also with tuberculosis, but as he experienced visits from Mercy, the family and townspeople considered the
cause of his illness to be the restless dead. George Brown, with the help of others, dug up the graves of his
wife and two daughters on March 17, Only Mercy, who died in January, was free of decomposition. This led
George to believe she was a vampire. He nevertheless died a couple of months later.
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They say her ghost returned from the grave to name her killer. She was married to a man named Edward who
worked as a blacksmith. One day, after they had been married only 3 months, Edward sent a young
African-American boy named Andy Jones to his house on an errand. He was supposed to ask Zona if there
was anything she needed from the store. Her eyes were wide open and staring right at him. The boy ran home
to tell his mother and she raised the alarm. When the coroner arrived an hour later, he found the dead woman
wearing a stiff-collared dress that covered her neck and she had a veil over her face. When the coroner tried to
take a closer look, Edward reacted so violently that the coroner gave up and left. The strangest thing about it
was that Zona had not even been pregnant. When she washed it in a basin, the water turned as red as blood.
The old woman believed this was a sign that Zona had been murdered. One night, the ghost of Zona appeared
to her mother and told her exactly how she had died. She said Edward was cruel and abusive to her. One day,
he went too far. She told him she had no meat for his dinner and Edward flew into a rage. He attacked his wife
and broke her neck. When she said this, the ghost slowly turned her head completely around at the neck. When
he heard the news, Edward began to get nervous and stressed-out. On her throat, were the marks of fingers.
Edward Shue was arrested and charged with murder. When the police investigated his background, they found
some suspicious facts. Edward had a violent temper. He had beaten his first wife severely and thrown her out
of the house. His second wife had died mysteriously of a blow to the head. He told everyone who would listen
that there was no evidence against him. Nobody knows if the jury took her story seriously, but they did come
back with a guilty verdict and Edward was sentenced to life in prison. He died a few years later in
Moundsville Penitentiary. Today, there is a sign on the highway near Greenbrier. Her death in was presumed
natural until her spirit appeared to her mother to describe how she was killed by her husband Edward. Edward,
found guilty of murder, was sentenced to the state prison. Only known case in which testimony from ghost
helped convict a murderer.
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Your Ghost Stories is your source for sharing paranormal experiences and hauntings. We are interested in true stories
from readers like you, if you had a real experience related to ghosts, spirits and haunted places, especially if you are a
paranormal investigator, psychic or medium yourself, please submit it!

Ghosts , apparitions and phantasms roam through our houses and our favorite places, not ready to move onto
the next realm. Some of these spirits are friendly enough, but others seem menacing in nature. No matter their
disposition, real ghost stories are creepy, and these five encounters are some of the creepiest of all. Often, she
would find her daughter babbling and laughing at an empty air, as if something or someone unseen was
interacting with her. Occasionally, the toddler would begin to cry, and before her mother could get to her, she
would suddenly calm down and appear comforted. It was growing late, and the woman had put her daughter to
bed hours beforehand. She was seated at her desk in her office trying to get some work done when she
suddenly felt compelled to look up. She saw the reflection of an old woman in her window. The old woman
had a wrinkled face, and wore an ancient dressing gown. Confused and shocked, the mother blinked and the
old woman disappeared. Not long after this incident, the mother woke up in the middle of the night to the
sound of her daughter crying from her bedroom. As she and her husband started to scramble out of bed to
check on her, they began to hear something odd come through on the baby monitor. They contacted a priest
and had the house cleansed the very next day. But she never expected to encounter one herself. It all began
when she decided to move to North Carolina and live with her boyfriend in his rented ranch house. One night,
she found herself suddenly wide awake. The place was dark, but a faint glow from the moon illuminated the
open door frame of their bedroom, and the long narrow hallway that led to the bathroom. As she sat up and put
her glasses on, she was terrified to see a very tall figure standing in the doorway. Before Chelsea could scream
or wake her boyfriend up, the figure slowly turned and made his way down the hall towards the bathroom. The
following morning, Chelsea and her boyfriend, Matt, were eating breakfast when she decided to tell him about
what she had seen. By the soothing light of day, she had told herself that it had only been a shadow, or perhaps
a very lucid dream. However, after she described the physical characteristics of the apparition, and how he had
turned and walked down the hallway, she found that Matt had stopped eating and had a solemn expression on
his face. I see that figure all the time, standing in the doorway of our bedroom. They suspected that the house
contained a residual haunting. When she became old enough to drive, she and her buddies would often go up
there and hang out in a pavilion across the street, curious about the cemetery but far too frightened to venture
through it. As the years progressed, Jennifer kept hearing that many bad things had happened in the cemetery,
but she never heard any of the grisly details. After she became an adult, she decided it was finally time to
investigate. Jennifer contacted a local paranormal investigation team and suggested that they check out
Goshen Cemetery. She was both excited and nervous when they told her she could accompany them on their
investigation. Their trip began a few minutes after the sun went down. They slowly made their way through
the cemetery, combing through the space together. Nothing happened for the first few hours, except for the
random chirping and squeaks of animals that called the cemetery home. It was roughly around midnight when
things grew infinitely more sinister. Jennifer and the team began to notice a soft glowing light coming from
the furthest corner of the cemetery. She was frightened by this sudden activity, but worked up the courage to
remain with the group to check out what it was. But the closer they got, the light somehow seemed farther and
farther away. By the time they had made it to the far edge of the cemetery, the light had disappeared
altogether. Everyone was surprised to find that only a single headstone resided in that section of the park. The
grave was unmarked and seemed quite old. As Jennifer stared down at it, an intense chill began to run through
her body. The team members sensed her sudden discomfort and began to ask questions to any spirits who were
in the area. After a few minutes, the chilly sensation eased up, and Jennifer felt a little less panicked. The
following day, one of the members of the team contacted Jennifer to show her the evidence they had gathered.
They sent her two Electronic Voice Phenomena â€” also known as EVPs â€” some photographs and one
video, all of which had been recorded or taken right after Jennifer began to experience the sudden chill. The
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pictures showed multiple misty apparitions standing on either side of Jennifer. The video showed the mists
form and slowly begin to circle around her right as she could be seen visibly shivering on the video.
According to town records, the man was rather popular with the ladies and many townsfolk suspected that he
had been murdered as a result. Talk about real life ghost stories! One evening he was home alone, lounging on
his couch watching television when a slight movement out of the corner of his eye caught his attention. Jim
glanced into the open doorway of his bedroom, through which he could see the open entrance to his closet.
The ghostly figure had started walking towards the opposite side of the bedroom, but suddenly stopped and
turned to look at Jim head on. Slowly, the apparition raised a finger to his lips and then turned around. The
spirit walked back into the closet and promptly disappeared. Jim found this encounter to be quite terrifying but
was even more creeped out when he told his landlord about the incident, and the landlord admitted that the
tenant who had lived in the house, before Jim and his wife, had committed suicide in the bedroom. Jim found
the small bullet hole in the ceiling immediately after. He and his wife then decided to find a new place to live.
Ecstatic and eager to show her husband, Stacey grabbed her phone and started recording it. In order to make
her son laugh some more, she set him on her knee and began to repeatedly bounce him up and down.
Afterward, Stacey set her son down and played the recording back. On it, she could hear her son laughing, and
her own voice counting. Stacey and her son were home alone at the time, and none of the televisions or radios
in the house had been on.
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Tales from the Grave: An Anthology of True Ghost Stories - Kindle edition by David Price, Emma Bunn, Lisamarie
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So, why not give the people what they want? From full-body apparitions to floating faces, here are ghost pics
from around the world. Send it to ghostsghoul gmail. Legend has it that the ghost is that of Lady Dorothy
Walpole, the second wife of a violent man named Charles Townshend. Legend has it that the photo was taken
exactly 99 years after the ghost in the picture, Sue Howard Hardy, gave birth to a stillborn baby. According to
the photographer, no children were present at the time of the photo. They occasionally capture spirits as well.
A tourist claimed she captured the figure on her flip camcorder. A woman named Frances Grimshaw used to
run a guest house from the property, and her son believes she appeared in the photo to protest the demolition.
According to an article in The Sun, the castle dates back to the s and is reportedly haunted by a woman known
as The Green Lady. Legend has it that ancient Roman treasure is hidden somewhere in the year-old building,
and that this ghost helps keep it safe. According to the OP, a single businessman occupied the room, no
children. According to the stories, many crew members and scientists spot the spirit making rounds on the
ship. According to the submitter, there was no one around while he was taking the photo, nor were there any
mirrors or reflective surfaces. Could it be the ghost of someone killed in the horrific crash? Legend has it a girl
died in the house after her father tied her to a chair and left her to die of heat exhaustion. The couple in the
picture had just tied the knot, but it seems not everyone was excited about the wedding. Is it the spirit of a
16th-century monk? Is it a spirit or is it a deceptive trick of shadow and light? Do you see her? Or is it merely
a reflection of clouds? Is it a ghost? According to the original submitter, there was no one else on the beach at
the time of the photo. However, a third face appears in their pic. Who, or what, is it? Is it the spirit of Thomas
R. Security officers went to investigate, but reportedly found no trace of the woman. What do you think of the
strange figure in the doorway? She told family and friends about the apparition, but no one believed her. Tired
of being dismissed, the woman grabbed a camera and captured the ghost in the photo above. However,
Prohibition shuttered the family business, and four members of the Lemp family committed suicide between
and Taken at The Mount in Guildford, the eerie pic shows a white figure standing in the center of the
sidewalk. The hotel inspired Stephen King to write The Shining, and dozens of spooky tales surround the
property. Is this photo evidence of the paranormal? Both pics reportedly a ghost: However, there appears to be
someone standing near the ladder. According to Heather Sewell, grandmother of the christened child, the spirit
bears a striking resemblance to her late husband Terry. However, there appears to be an apparition inside. It
seems the husband died of cancer and now haunts his former home, appearing as a shadowy figure. Did they
capture a ghost climbing the stairs? Is the figure on the left a ghost? Though a number of ghosts reportedly
haunt the year-old property, Room 13 was home to an elderly woman who died in her bed when the hotel was
a boarding house. Is that her in the photo? Francsiville, LA, this photo reportedly shows the spirit of a former
slave named Chloe. The museum, housed in the old Kennesaw House, once served as a hospital and a morgue
during the Civil War. The wedding party was held at an old farm in Norway, famous for being the former
home of M. There was no one present at the wedding wearing black, and the picture was taken by one of the
guests. The photo above, taken in , reportedly shows the wandering spirit of Mary Lee, a former patient at the
facility. Is the bright figure in the back a ghost? On the monitor, this black figure appeared standing on top of
the patient who was lying in the bed. The patient died within a few hours of this figure appearing. The camera
man was testing for radiation leaks when he encountered the apparition pictured above. Now, the site is
reportedly haunted with visitors claiming to hear muffled screams, disembodied voices, and furtive whispers.
The band mates had lost a few friends recently who were also musicians.
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Chapter 7 : Six Seriously Spooky Cemetery Stories | Mental Floss
Ghost hunters note a lot of activity around the grave of Ruth Blay, a schoolteacher that fell pregnant outside of marriage
in She was scared to tell anyone, and eventually delivered the baby stillborn.

Proof Of Life After Death? The stories that I am about to share with you today are considered by many to be
some of the best proof that we do live on. Sometimes, when a loved one dies they reach out to us to let us
know that they are ok, and this usually happens if that person died very unexpectedly. But when a person is
murdered and the killer roams free the dead will do whatever they can to let their loved ones know exactly
what happened to them. And this is what we are going to talk about today, some of the best documented cases
where the dead have seemed to rise right out of there graves to contact the living. These spirits will not rest
until the world knows who it was that committed these unspeakable crimes. February 21st, a Filipino nurse
named Teresita Basa was tragically stabbed to death in her apartment, she lived in Evanston, Illinois. Forensic
evidence suggested that Basa let a man into her apartment. And this man choked her, then stripped her, then
started to stab her between the ribs multiple times. The force of these stab wounds was so strong that the knife
went completely through her body. When she woke up she saw Basa standing right in front of her. Remy
started screaming her head off and she ran away as fast as she could. Remy was convinced that these were not
dreams, these were actual events that she was seeing. After this spine chilling incident Remy stopped having
these dreams and she hoped that finally this whole nightmare was over. Finally, Remy decided that this was
never going to stop until the murderer was in jail. So Remy went to the police and told them everything. The
police thought that this women was crazy. But thankfully the police did check up on this. But when the police
talked to the suspects girlfriend they finally got a lead, a lead that came from beyond the grave. When the
police questioned Aliens girlfriend they asked her if Alien had given her any jewelry recently, the girlfriend
said yes and she showed the police a beautiful antique ring. Now the police had the evidence they needed and
they raided Aliens house. And Alien eventually confessed to the murder. Making this case some great proof of
life beyond the grave, as there was just no way Remy Chua could know these things. The boy ran to his
mother and told her that Elva was dead. The corner official stated that the cause of death was everlasting faint,
then the corner changed it to complications from pregnancy. She said that her daughter started appearing to
her in her dreams. In a fit of rage he started to choke Elva, he was choking her with so much force that he
broke her neck. She spent the whole afternoon at his office trying to get the prosecutor to reopen the case.
After a very large investigation the investigators uncovered that Shue was married twice before. After hearing
of this the prosecutor and the investigation team suspected that Shue did in fact kill his wife, and a trial began.
After the end of a very long trial the jury had no doubts, Shue was convicted of murder and sentenced to life in
prison. The Red Barn Murder: The Red Barn Murder is one of the most famous cases in regards to the dead
communicating with the living. This tragic story begins in Suffolk England in A young woman named Maria
Marten was shot dead by her lover William Corder. The two had arranged to meet at the red barn. And Maria
was never heard from again. He did as his wife instructed and he fell to the ground crying as he did find his
daughters remains. William Corder was found guilty on August 11, He was taken to the gallows and hung for
his crimes. Before Williams walked the gallows he finally confused to murdering Maria, as William wanted a
clean slate before he died. Until next time this is paranormal junkie, make sure to hit that subscribe button and
stay tuned! Share With Your Friends!
Chapter 8 : 5 Real Ghost Stories That Will Make You Shiver - Scare Street
3) The Possessive Ghost - Real Ghost Stories from the Grave Growing up, Jennifer and her friends heard multiple true
ghost stories about the local cemetery and how it was haunted. When she became old enough to drive, she and her
buddies would often go up there and hang out in a pavilion across the street, curious about the cemetery but far.

Chapter 9 : A Visit From The Grave - Your Ghost Stories
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Haunted Queen Mary and Its Ghosts. The haunted Queen Mary is one of the last remaining ocean liners of a time gone
by. The Queen Mary still holds the grandeur of a bygone era, as well as some of the passengers of that time.
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